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Project Overview
Prior to the closedown, as a result of the global coronavirus pandemic, the students of The Aesthetics of 
Everyday Life, in collaboration and partnership with Ohio History Connection (OHC), were  researching, 
curating, and designing a time capsule exhibit that displays the popular, visual, and material culture of 
the 1960s.

It was to be an immersive environment that demonstrates how various commercial art and design 
practices shape our historical, cultural, and aesthetic memory and visualize the zeitgeist and the era-
specific aesthetics of everyday life in the 1960s.

This pipeline and collaboration-based structure is almost entirely student led. The class has been 
divided into departments and within those departments they’ve even been divided into teams with 
particular duties and roles.

The conceptualization and development of the exhibit is led by their research on the main pillars of 
commercial art and design – graphic art and design, fashion, industrial and product design, and 
architectural and interior design. This is all framed by the more general history of the era.

While the students are multiple generations removed from the 1960s, they are researching the visual 
and material traces that provides us with an at least some sensory appreciation of the period’s era-
specificity, and it’s through the various aesthetic channels of the period’s design history that the students’ 
observations and reflections on design which shapes their visualization of the exhibit’s contents.

The design of the exhibit is also being considered based on the physical space and budget at our 
disposal. However, it’s also being guided by the various aims and objectives that we’ve been learning from 
our visits and workshops regarding the considerations that are made in developing and implementing 
an exhibit to a diverse audience of museum goers.

The exhibit was intended to provide the public an opportunity to come and see an exhibit entirely 
curated from conception to implementation by CCAD students who are the designers and artists of the 
future. It was going to debut to the public on Thursday, April 30th in Beaton Gallery, and it was going to 
remain open until May 5th to the CCAD family and their guests.

However, COVID-19 thwarted our best laid plans. So, what we did instead is develop a prospectus of 
the project. This prospectus is something of hybrid document – part process book, part schematic and 
blueprint, part floorplan, and part exhibition catalogue. The prospectus provides everything but the 
exhibit – from budgeting, to promotional strategies, to fabrication, to curatorial choices, to exhibition 
design, as well as all of research and writing that the students also did for exploring the era.

Aaron Petten, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

History of Art & Visual Culture
Spring 2020
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president at the age of 43.
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Thurgood Marshall
August 30, 1967

On this day Thurgood Marshall was 
confirmed to be the first African 

American Supreme Court Justice.
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Budget

Marketing and Promotions  $990

Exhibition Space  
(Spatial Design & Artifacts)  $1235

Exhibition Space 
(Fabrications)   $870

Exhibition Space  
(Print Materials and Audiovisuals) $445

 $3540

Determining the Era

The class voted on the era around which we would research, develop, curate, and implement an exhibit.

Using Mentimeter, the class had the opportunity to vote for any decade from 1900 to the 1990s. The first 
round resoundingly resulted in three eras being preferred by the class – the 1940s, the 1960s, and the 
1980s. After a second round of voting, the 1940s was eliminated with the 1960s and the 1980s being 
evenly split with 10 votes for each.

At this point, the students split into two groups based on their voting preference. The groups had 30 
minutes to assemble a pitch as to why their era should be selected for the project. Each pitch was sup-
plemented with a slideshow that functioned like a mood board to visualize each era. The objective was 
to sway enough people in the rival group to change their mind.

The result…the 1960s prevailed with a 12 to 8 vote after the pitches.
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Discovery Process

The discovery process began with our collaboration with Ohio History Connection.

We had two site visits to OHC along with workshops led by various departments and members of their 
teams.

Each site visit provided the springboard for the two principal cornerstones of discovery for the exhibit. 
The first is about the artifacts and their historical contexts. The second is about the design of the exhibi-
tion space and the appropriate presentation of those objects.
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Site Visits

We had two site visits to Ohio History Connection, which provided us with firsthand experience of the 
collaborative interdependence of various departments; and the considerations required for considering, 
developing, and implementing and exhibit.

Our first site visit was to the OHC collections warehouse. We received a guided tour of OHC’s holdings 
and processes for conserving, documenting, and eventually including the objects for curated exhibi-
tions thanks to the resident curators and historians – Becky Odom, Cliff Eckle, and Eric Feingold. The 
workshops included a vast array of objects from the 1960s being pulled for us to discuss, handle, and 
consider how they could be included and arranged to create a story. This was the first step in our dis-
covery process for the sorts of primary artifacts and objects that we would consider for the exhibit.

Our second site visit was to the Ohio History Center. We received a guided tour of the exhibits on dis-
play, with specific attention to the 1950s exhibit thanks to the design and production manager – Bill 
Mahon. The workshop included how to consider the design and implementation of an exhibit based on 
various factors of consideration, which included thematic and stylistic objectives, learning objectives, 
and designing for a diverse range of audiences.
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xx

Marketing & Promotions
Style Guide

Media Kit

• Press Release
• Images with Captions

Media Timeline

Promotional Poster and Mailer 
• 1 Standard Poster
• 2 Logos
• 1 Mailer

Social Media 
• CCAD Twitter post
• Instagram Profile
• Instagram Icon
• Instagram Post

Website 
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Style Guide

The header type and colors – palettes and schemes – are based on research of popular graphic art 
and design artifacts from the 1960s – album covers, music and movie posters, and book and magazine 
covers.

The flower image/logo and its patterning is based on the popularity of flower imagery with the counter-
culture as well as the textile designs of the era.

This is the 1960s!

This is the 1960s!

This is the 1960s!

This is the 1960s!

This is the 1960s!

This is the 1960s!

This is the 1960s!

11 pt

15 pt

20 pt

26 pt

35 pt

47 pt

63 pt

Type Scale
A rationalized type scale ensures visual consistency 
across all materials and applications. This type scale is 
the Perfect Fourth Ratio (1:1.333). To properly implement 
this ratio, begin with a base pt size of 20 inside of your 
character/type panel:

To decrease pt size, divide the number by 1.333 
(20pt / 1.333 = 11pt).

To increase pt size times the number by 1.125 
(20pt * 1.333 = 26pt).

Anything outside of this scale should not be used.

The leading of type should always be 5 points greater 
then the point size of the type.

Promotional & 
Exhibiton 
Materials
For the promotional posters, they should be cut in the shape of 
the flower pattern and follow the multichromoatic color pallete 
(i.e. pink with purple, orange with green, blue with yellow). 
We will also have stickers that will follow the same style as the 
posters. Depending on the color and value of the poster and 
sticker, the type can alternate between black and white 
for readablitiy.

The posters that will be inside of the exhibition will be treated 
different then the promotional posters. For these, they will be 
standard poster cut and size with 9% gray as the background 
color. All of the typography will be black and the flowers will be 
used in a different way. Here, they will be monochromatic and 
each section will have it’s own color assigned to it (i.e. industrial 
is blue, fashion is pink, graphic art is yellow, etc). There should 
be between 2–3 flowers per poster and they should only be 
around the edges. The size and location of the flowers can 
change based on images and other content on the poster.

Examples of both the promotional and exhibiton material is on 
the next page.
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For Immediate Release 
Media Contact 
Kim Schutte  
 Interim Director of Public Relations 
614-565-9104
Kschutte@ccad.edu

The Columbus College of Art and Design Aesthetics of Everyday Life Class will 

be premiering ‘This is the ‘60s,’ a time-capsule gallery exhibit in the Back in 

the Day… series, at The Beaton Gallery on the CCAD campus. 

Columbus, Ohio (15 April 2020)- CCAD Students from The Aesthetics of Everyday Life 

Class are pleased to announce its premiere of their very own 1960s gallery exhibit at 

the end of their semester in The Beaton Gallery at Columbus, Ohio from April 28 - May 

3, 2020. 

During the six-day event, CCAD students will be showing many different segments of 

the 1960s era to give an exemplification of what the everyday lifestyle in America was 

like. The gallery showcases pieces from the popular and material culture that 

encapsulate the 1960s and how commercial art and design practices made the ‘60s we 

think of today. Artifacts such as albums, collectibles, models, advertisements, and 

more from this decade are displayed throughout the gallery. Going through this 

multilayered exhibit CCAD students will reach out to all audiences and show off their 

collaborative work with local resources like The Ohio History Center in Columbus. 

Media Kit
“This exhibit provides the public an opportunity to come and see an exhibit entirely 

curated from conception to implementation by CCAD students who are the designers 

and artists of the future. A time capsule exhibit that includes authentic historical 

artifacts situated in an immersive, multimedia environment that intends to convey the 

various ideas and objects that shape our collective historical, cultural, and aesthetic 

memory of the 1960s” said Aaron Petten, professor of CCAD Aesthetics of Everyday 

Life class. 

 Each skill these students hold is utilized and expressed throughout the work. This 

completely student-led exhibit shows the change art can make for an era and how it 

can shape a culture and even history itself. Working with the layout and designs put 

into the exhibit has given CCAD students a chance to put their ideas into real practice. 

The exhibit also helped give a better understanding and appreciation for commercial 

art and design history, through and as popular culture, and work with other artists in a 

collaborative setting. No movement or milestone is left unturned in this exhibit; all are 

curated and shown by the students. Helping to give access and engagement to all 

generations, the exhibit will have an online presence along with most social media 

platforms to give an inside look at the process the class has gone through. 

“By being a part of this project, I feel like I’m a professional. We are gaining real-world 

experience, and getting the opportunity to get a good feel for what it’s like 

collaborating and working with various departments and people. I love learning from 

them and making new friendships while putting together this groovy exhibit!” said 

Brooke Raterman, student of CCAD’s The Aesthetics of Everyday Life class and the 

Marketing and Communications Project Manager for This is The ‘60s. 

Columbus College of Art and Design teaches undergraduate students in the midst of a 

thriving creative community in Columbus, Ohio. Founded in 1879, CCAD is one of the 

oldest nonprofit art and design colleges in the United States, and in 2019. CCAD offers 

12 BFA programs and two master’s programs in art and design that produces graduates 

equipped to shape culture and business at the highest level. For more information, visit 

https://www.ccad.edu/. 

The 1960s Time Capsule Exhibit will be premiered on April 28-May 8, 2020 in 

Columbus, Ohio at the Beaton Gallery on the CCAD campus. Free of charge to get in and 

enjoy the display. 

For more information about the exhibit go to 

https://www.ccad.edu/academics/art-history/back-in-the-day 
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Ohio History Center staff gives CCAD students insight on how exhibitions are curated.

CCAD students interact with the 1950’s
exhibition materials at the Ohio History Center.

Images & Captions

CCAD students combing through images for a workshop activ-
ity at the Ohio History Center

CCAD student looking through the drawers of the 1950s 
lustron home at the Ohio History Center.

5-7 Images & Their Captions

We need 5 to 7 images and write their captions … These images are selected by us
from the Google Drive:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_-xqrcTxXA4aPkGAtYv1raiOp5wjl6tW

CCAD student looking through the drawers of the 1950’s lustron home at the Ohio
History Center.

To be featured in the exhibition: a 1960’s
rocket model from the Ohio History
Centers archive.

CCAD students
combing through
images for a
workshop activity at
the Ohio History
Center.

Ohio History Center staff gives CCAD students insight on how exhibits are curated.

To be featured in the exhibition: a 1960’s
rocket model from the Ohio History
Centers archive.

CCAD students
combing through
images for a
workshop activity at
the Ohio History
Center.

CCAD student checks out an old airplane at Ohio Historical Societys’ storage
warehouse.

CCAD students interact with the 1950s exhibition materials at the 
Ohio History Center.

CCAD student checks out an old 
airplane at Ohio Historical Societys’ 
storage warehouse.

To be featured in the exhibition: a 1960s rocket 
model from the Ohio History Centers archive.

Ohio History Center staff gives CCAD students insight on how exhibitions are curated.

CCAD students interact with the 1950’s
exhibition materials at the Ohio History Center.
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Media Timeline

March 18th 
•  Press release would be sent to the Columbus

Dispatch to be published
March 25th 

•  Post an informative photo and a student video
announcing our Curatorial Exhibition Project on
social media

April 1st 
•  Post an informative photo and a student video

disscussing further about the Curatorial Exhibition
Project on social media

April 8th 
•  Post an informative photo and a student video on

social media
April 15th 

• Post an informative photo, a student video, and a
digitial version of the mailer 

• Mailers would be sent out
• Posters would be hung around CCAD campus

April 22nd 
•  Post an infromative photo and a student video on

social media announcing the finished Exhibition

digitial version of the mailer
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Promotional Poster
& Mailer

Pomotional Poster

Height: 16”
Width: 12”

Front and Back of Mailer

Height: 4”
Width: 6”

Logo
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Social Media

Student Videos

Exhibition Instagram

CCAD twitter with example post 
for This is the ‘60s Exhibit

“CCAD Back In The Day Exhibit” Instagram Profile

Example of “Back 
In The Day Exhibit” 

Instagram post

Instagram Icon
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Website

Website Mock-up
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Artifact Selection 
& Curation

Another part of our partnership and collaboration with Ohio History Connection is that 
we would be borrowing 3-4 artifacts that would be the centerpieces of our exhibit.

While there was always likely to be overlap, the objective was to select one item that 
was representative of each of the four major commercial art and design practices – 
one fashion garment, one industrial product (e.g. household device, toy, gadget), one 
item that deals with architectural or interior design, and one object that was exemplary 
of graphic design.

These loaned objects will be supplemented with fabrications of unattainable objects 
that are historically, culturally, and aesthetically significant from the era. For example, 
a few of the industrial design students are looking to fabricate part of a ’67 Ford 
Mustang that will be included. A team of students who are part of the Exhibition Design 
Space department are also tasked with shopping flea markets and secondhand online 
marketplaces for additional ephemera and items from the era to provide additional 
atmosphere and ambiance – magazines, posters, photographs, and tchotchkes.
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Graphic Art 
and Design

Trends, Vogues, and Novelties 

Like almost everything else in the 1960s, graphic design of the era was evolutional and saw 
significant change in comparison to the 1950s because of the fast changes, like the feminist 
movement, civil rights movement, Vietnam, and overall questioning of America’s previous 
social norms.  Similar to the 1950s, though, some graphic designers were still keeping with the 
conservative, neutral colors that were previously used, but in contrast, many designers were 
breaking the mold and challenging old ideas and design. 

The main graphic design trend of the 1960s was psychedelic, colorful graphics, resulting from 
the popularity of mind-altering drugs that the youth of the time were experimenting with. These 
designs were inspired by art nouveau curvilinear shapes, included hand drawn type that made 
it look like they were melting, and intense optical color vibration that was inspired by the pop 
art and op art movement of the time. This psychedelic art and graphic style also came from the 
rise of psychedelic rock concerts that were designed to simulate “tripping out”. 1 As seen in 
figure 1, where Bill Walker designed Grateful Dead’s 1968 album to resemble a mandella, 
using bright, saturated colors and “melting” type design, the design of psychedelic rock albums 
was very influential to other aspects of graphic design in the 1960s. (See Figure 1)

Considering that most of the population of 
the United States during the 1960s was in 
their youth, designers began to focus on 
creating advertisements, posters, album 
covers, etc. to appeal to their likings. Some 
other pertinent events that greatly affected 
the graphic design of this era is the 
egalitarian culture, feminist culture, music 
and entertainment culture, as well as drug 
use.2

Figure 1: Grateful Dead - Anthem Of The Sun, 
Album cover designed by Bill Walker in 1968.

1. “Psychedelic 60s.” 
Graphic Design History

2. Wilson, “Graphic 
Design Through the 

Decades Series: The 
60s.”

Some influential designers of the 1960s were Wes Wilson, 
Victor Moscoso, Alan Fletcher, and Erik Nitsche. Wes 
Wilson “invented a style that is now synonymous with the 
peace movement, psychedelic era, and the 1960s. In 
particular, he is known for inventing and popularizing a 
psychedelic font around 1966 that made the letters look 
like they were moving or melting.”3 Many designers of the 
time were borrowing from pop art and art nouveau, 
including Victor Moscoso. Art Nouveau being the “retro” 
of the 1960s, allowing for designers to borrow and 
redesign it in their own way.  Moscoso is known for his 
use of “vibrating colors” and borrowing from comic books 
as well as Victorian images. Some of his most popular 
work of the time are band posters and concert 
advertisement posters. An influential piece of the 1960s 
that really speaks to the social change of the era is “Make 
Love Not War” by Wilfred Weisser (1967). (See Figure 2)

Another important graphic design aspect of the time was 
“creatives having a bigger say in agency management. Since the unique style of the ad de-
sign was so closely identified with a single artist and a single copywriter, the new project teams 
worked better in small agencies rather than huge advertising companies.”4 The overall design 
of advertisement and graphics were more artistic and had more creative freedom than ever 
before; similar to the overall culture of the 1960s and it’s experimental, changing society. 

Ashleigh Baker
Interior Architecture

Senior

Figure 2: Make Love Not War by 
Wifred Weisser (1967)

3. Pizarro. “Iconic 
Psychedelic Album 
Covers from the ‘60s.”

4. Geisst, 
Encyclopedia of 
American Business 
History, 2006.
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Fashion Design
Trends, Vogues, and Novelties 

The early, mid, and late ‘60s each had a distinct look. Originally taking inspiration from the ‘50s, 
‘60s fashion was shaped into something entirely new and went on to influence the fashion of 
the ‘70s.

Early ‘60s fashion mirrored ‘50s fashion. Clothing for both men and women were conservative in 
the ‘50s. Men wore suits and for casual wear it was common for men to wear the ivy league look. 
Ivy league fashion takes from upper-class men’s sportswear. The typical ivy league inspired 
outfit consists of a sportscoat or sweater with chino pants, argyle socks, and a polo shirt. For 
women, they stuck with the ‘50s swing dress. These dresses had high necklines and hemlines 
around the knees. The colors were changing from pastels to bolder, more saturated colors. 

Baby boomers were becoming adults in the ‘60s 
and paved the way for new fashion trends such as 
the “babydoll” trend. Babydoll dresses were colorful 
and bright, with big white collars and white cuffs on 
the sleeves to give a childish appearance, frequently 
worn by young women.

In the mid-’60s an earlier, unpopular, trend from the 
‘50s, mod fashion, became more prominent. British 
mod fashion was, “A distinctive and coherent look... 
- it was trim, clean, neat and highly contemporary.”1 
The fashion for men was influenced by The Beatles. 
With mop-top hair and turtlenecks. For women the 
hemlines got higher and higher, creating shorter 
dresses which led to the birth of the miniskirt. A 
popular outfit was to wear a colorful turtleneck, a 
brightly colored miniskirt, matching colorful tights 
and Mary Jane shoes. Accessories such as earrings, 
necklaces, and purses were big and bulky. Women 

had a few options for mod styled hair. A short pixie cut or a beehive style for women with longer 
hair. Makeup was very dramatic with all the focus on the eyes. It was common to put on lots 
of mascara, dark eyeliner, and false lashes to create a striking look. Everything else was very 
bare to keep the attention on the eyes. Clothes for both men and women were bright, bold and, 
saturated with geometric, or eastern inspired pattern designs. Color blocking was popular 
whether it was created with multiple articles of clothing or already integrated into the design.

1. Nathaniel Wein-
er. “Mod Men: The 

Contemporary Mod 
Subculture.” Catwalk: 

The Journal of Fashion, 
Beauty and Style 2, no. 

1 (2013). Figure 1: Fashion model Twiggy wearing baby 
doll dress

The hippie counterculture movement of the late ‘60s focused on fashion that was more natural 
and less manufactured than British mod fashion.2 People kept their clothing simple, loose, 
and lightweight. These outfits were mostly made of natural fibers. A common outfit was bell-
bottom blue jeans with a loose floral top. Floral patterns and paisley were favored patterns on 
clothing. Anything handmade was prized and individuals 
would dye their own clothes. This made tie-dye a popular 
dyeing technique. Flower patches and fringe were also 
additional elements to hippie clothing. Hair was worn 
long and natural with very little additional styling. Makeup 
was minimum as the natural look was valued in this 
movement. Many of these trends continued into the ‘70s. 
‘70s counterculture style was influenced by the popular 
music of the time such as psychedelic rock and folk 
music. The natural look of the late ‘60s paved the way for 
a casual, earth-toned look that was embraced in the ‘70s, 
and is continuing to evolve today.

Though originating from ‘50s trends, ‘60s clothing became 
something unique that we now recognize as ‘60s fashion. 
Whether it be babydoll dresses, mod fashion, or hippie 
style clothing the ‘60s left a lasting impact on the fashion 
world. So strong was its impact that it continued on into 
the ‘70s, and even influenced many of our clothes today.

Madison Getzendiner
Advertising and Graphic Design

Sophmore

2.  Abdullah Jaman 
Jony, Asiqul Islam, 
Tanzila Tabassum, 
Mustary Akter 
Jhumu, and Eana-
mul Haque Nizam. 
“Influence of 1960’S 
Hippie Countercul-
ture in Contemporary 
Fashion.” Interna-
tional Journal of 
Textile and Fashion 
Technology 7, no. 
4 (August 2017): 
11–20.

Figure 2: Janis Joplin in the 1960s
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Industrial and 
Product Desgin

Trends, Vogues, and Novelties 

The 1960s was known for smooth and sleek product design that was often trying to impress 
the idea of being forward thinking and revolutionary, with an additional focus on new and 
improved materials and manufacturing technologies. This decade introduced a lot of products 
with very new and modern features such as the electric drill, the cordless electric shaver, the 
first successful electric toothbrush, and the first accessible color television. 

The 1960s also saw a lot of injection molded plastics and synthetic materials, but as the decade 
wrapped up there were more concerns over the hazards of plastic waste in the environment, 
and many of these plastic   products began to be boycotted and fall out of favor into the 1970s. 
Despite this, many children’s toys were introduced in this decade that used plastic injection 
processes such as Barbie, green army men, and Troll dolls, and Lego made the transition to 
exclusively produce plastic products during this time as well. The stacking chair also made 
big waves throughout the Art and Design worlds during this time, with the 40/4 chair that was 
patented in 1963 by David Rowland, and the Panton Chair by Dutch designer Verner Panton.

After the third Lego factory burned down in 1960, the company decided to end their production 
of wood toys during the rebuild and exclusively focus on plastic to make their famous building 
bricks. They released a wheel that was compatible in their play sets in 1961, and in 1662 began 
to transition into using the more modern ABS plastic that they still use to this day. Injection 
molded plastics were used in countless products throughout the decade aside from children’s 
toys as well. Many home appliances had bodies made from thick molded plastics, such as the 
iconic rotary phone produced by Western Electric.

Figure 1: Sunbeam MixmasterFigure 2: Ad for first household corded electric drill by Black and Decker, 
and the first rechargable and portable electric shaver.

However, there was still a demand for chrome, and there were still a lot of products on the 
market with very space age designs to them. Pieces were often rounded and streamlined, with 
a distinctly aerodynamic feel. The cars of this period are a prime example of this aesthetic, as 
well as more unassuming objects like stand mixers The stacking chair was a surprisingly im-
portant part of the industrial design world in the 1960s, with two separate world changing prod-
ucts that emerged during this decade. First there was the super economical and sleek 40/4 
chair designed by David Rowland which could stack 40 chairs at a height of 4 feet, and then 
there was the Panton chair designed by Vernor Panton, which was the first chair to be made 
out of a single piece of molded plastic and still be stackable. In 1963, 250 of the ultra-stack-
able 40/4 chairs were handmade and delivered to the Museum of Modern Art to celebrate the 
opening of a new wing of the museum. The 40/4 chair has more than 8 million units sold and 
is still used in schools and museums around the world, making it one of the most economical 
and sleek chairs ever made. The Panton chair on the other hand, was from the other end of the 
1960s world of Art and Design, with more of an attitude on beauty and invention. The chair was 
the first produced to be molded in a single piece and was designed to be available in a variety 
of vibrant colors starting in 1968. The chair could only stack 4 or 5 high, which made it primarily 
suitable for use as a chair in the home. The Panton chair is considered one of the all-time holy 
grails of Dutch interior design.

Overall product design in the 1960s had a sense of progression and development, with every 
tool getting an electrified variant, early forays into rechargeable battery technology, and newly 
improved usage of old techniques being paired with brand new ideas. Many things that got 
developed back in the 1960s are still with us to this day thanks to their durability and strong 
design.

Eli Secreast
Contemporary Crafts

Junior

Figure 4: Examples of Panton chairFigure 3: Singular 40/4 
stackable chair
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Architectural
& Interior Design

Trends, Vogues, and Novelties

Figure 1: Frank Stella Artwork in 1960s Interior

Interior Design and Architecture of the 
1960s can be best defined by this quote 
by Nigel Whitely, “Children of the age of 
mass media sought environments that 
reflected and expressed the spirit of pop 
music and fashions.”1 The world was 
changing and had changed so rapidly at 
this time, and the spaces of the people 
who were making those changes reflect-
ed that. The way they expressed those 
ideas and newfound individuality was 
through design values in “... unconven-
tionally shaped structures and develop-
ment of synthetic materials, new product 
inventions, labor-saving gadgets, and 

gimmicks,” and rooms were more open, multi-purpose, and free-flowing without predeter-
mined functions.2 In other words, at this time, “novelty and style were as important as dura-
bility and functionality”, according to Evans.3 A trend was found in “toned-down modernism: 
composed order and balance with clean cut lines, truth to materials, and a lack of clutter or in-
congruities of scale,” according to Whitely.4 This differs from what came before in the 1950s in 
that the only interior experimentation that occurred was for extreme, artistic ventures that were 
meant to attract the media and usually revolved around new technology and ideas about the 
future.5 The new designs in the 1960s instead allowed for mixing several types of styles based 
on someone’s own personality instead of the typical way of buying furniture and pieces that all 
coordinated “floor to ceiling” from one place with one look. This was achieved by minimalist 
pieces with clean lines “to serve as a canvas space for expression.”6

Congruently, one of the overarching tendencies of this era of interior design was the versatility. 
Pieces could become features or be used throughout the space.7 Some of the most important 
designers and studios to execute these designs are names that are still recognizable for their 
impact today: David Hicks, Arne Jacobsen, Marimekko, Verner Panton, Pierre Paulin, Emilio 
Pucci, Charles and Ray Eames, Herman Miller, Eero Saarinen, and Milo Baughman. The 1960s 
were in stark stylistic contrast to the trends of the 1950s: “Following the 1950s design trend

1. Nigel Whiteley. 
“Interior Design in the 

1960S: Arenas for Per-
formance.” Art History 

10, no. 1 (1987): 79-90.

3. Paul Evans. The 
1960s Home. Blooms-
bury Publishing, 2011.

4. Nigel Whiteley. 
“Interior Design in the 

1960S: Arenas for 
Performance.”

6. “Five 1960s Design 
Trends That Never 
Left,” Indesignlive, 

June 4, 2019, https://
www.indesignlive.com/

the-ideas/five-1960s-
design-trends)

2. Ibid.

5. Ibid.

7. Ibid.

of soft pastels and aesthetics intended to evoke a wholesome suburban comfort; the design 
trends of the 1960s were far bolder and expressive.”8 Colors were much brighter with primary 
colors and oranges and greens. Other characterizations were neon, textured rugs, tie-dye, 
psychedelic, paisley, floral and ethnic patterns, graphic pops, Scandinavian-inspired piec-
es, flat pack furniture, “S”-shaped or pod-shaped furniture, furniture made of molded plastic, 
open-shelving room dividers, Lucite and colored plastics, shag carpeting, lava lamps, and 
beaded curtains. Metal, glass, wood and PVC were now used frequently in all types of styles.9 

With the use of all of these new styles and materials, “... [people] treated their houses as blank 
canvases and created interiors that were as individual as they were.”10 This is a great quote 
that shows how a home could be so socially impactful. In other words, “Individuals were prop-
erly leaning into styles that reflected their own tastes, rather than generic ‘50s ‘one size fits all’ 
approaches.”11

There were also some other ways that 1960s 
interior design impacted society. It was much 
more youth-oriented and playful than it had 
been due to the connection to social change, 

and since nuclear families did not all remain 
in the same houses as often as before. Apart-
ment buildings took up far less space and were 
more economical and social.12 More apart-
ments were built, many just on the outskirts of 
cities. Open spaces and fresh air, while still a 
short commute to downtown, were a lure to the 
new generation.13

The interior design of the time also influenced and was influenced by other areas of design, 
namely, in new materials that were developed. The development of Lucite and other colorful 
plastics found in furniture, fashion accessories, and Tupperware and kitchen supplies were 
able to change every facet of everyday design.14

These designs ultimately impacted all the generations that have come after. “[The ‘60s] dra-
matic forms... are still explored by younger architects today.”15 They also find ‘60s design 
innovations such as polyurethane floors, chrome, and light palettes that set off art pieces to be 
extremely influential from this time period.15 Interior Design in the 1960s was heavily influenced 
by new technology, social change, youthful art and lifestyles, and progress. These aspects did 
not only inspire the design but allowed for greater self-expression, and, in the process, created 
enduring designs that are still popular today.

Gracie Morbitzer
Interior Architecture

Senior

F igure 2 : Los  Angeles  1960s House

10. “1960s Interior 
Décor: The Decade of 
Psychedelia Gave Rise 
to Inventive and Bold 
Interior Design,” 1960s 
Interior Décor

11. “Five 1960s Design 
Trends That Never 
Left,” Indesignlive.

12. “1960s Interior 
Décor: The Decade of 
Psychedelia Gave Rise 
to Inventive and Bold 
Interior Design,” 1960s 
Interior Décor and “Five 
1960s Design Trends 
That Never Left,” 
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Trends That Never 
Left,” Indesignlive.
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Left,” Indesignlive.

15. “Great Design - 
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Digest (Architectural 
Digest, September 
2, 2015), https://
www.architecturaldi-
gest.com/gallery/
great-design-slide-
show-102008-200
81117)

8. Ibid.

9. Ibid.

14. Ibid.
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Centerpiece Objects

Bonnet-style electric hairdryer made by Gener-
al Electric dates from around 1965.

Height: 33 cm
Width: 33 cm
Diameter: 29 cm

Mechanical bank made from gold-plated 
aluminum by Duro Mold and Manufacturing 
around 1962, which commemorates John 
Glenn’s spaceflight from the same year.

Height: 28 cm
Diameter: 10 cm

Short polyester dress made by Pomette Fash-
ion which features a floral and leaf pattern that 

dates from between 1960-1965.

NASA Mercury spacecraft exhibition model 
made by Topping, Inc. around 1962.

Height: 28 cm

Accessory Objects

The accessory objects provide a more immersive environment.

Some of the items are original from the era. Due to budgetary constraints, some are replicas that func-
tion similarly to the fabrications.

Ultimately, they are intended to provide ambiance and atmosphere to the various sections of the exhibit. 
Moreover, unlike the objects on loan from OHC, they are artifacts that can be handled and sat upon by 
visitors.
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Exhibition Space
The exhibition space for the exhibit will be in CCAD’s Beaton Gallery:

161 N Grant Ave
 Columbus, OH 43215

Beaton Gallery is between Spring and Long St on the east side of the street.
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Research
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Final Sketch
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Spatial Design & 
Navigation

Manaquins for 

dress & hat

Case for hairdryer & 

earrings

Entry

Space, war, & rebellion 

posters 

Black light posters 

& curtains to create 

dark space

Poster making guide/

militay posters

Flower wall made 

from decal stickers

Household items Case for bank

Mustang hood

Bean bags & rug for 

viewing 

woodstock stage 

projection

Album covers 

in case
Graphic deisgn boards/ 

music station
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Spatial Design & 
Navigation

Home: Close-up Ikea table to resemble 
a classic mid-century 

modern table

Floral printed rug to 
resemble a rug seen in a 

home in the 1960s (Society 
6)

Vintage Retro Mid 
Century 4 Piece Orange 
Vase Shape Wall Decor 

Vintage Red Mid Century 
Hanging Lamp Flood 
Style With Plug Cord

Space Bank - OHC 
Loan Artifact

Loaned 1960’s 
novels

Mid-century modern 
chairs found on amazon to 
resemble chairs of the time
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Artifact Placement 
Research
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Artifact Placement

Flower Dress
C.1963-69

The rise of Flower pattern fashion in the ‘60s also known as 
“Flower Power” represented the burgeoning youth culture. 
Though big flower print styles started in hippie counterculture 
fashion it quickly rose to the mainstream. Dress styles change to 
“Baby Doll” and “Shift” cuts along with rising hemlines to a mini 
length. Flower print looks in the ‘60s held a new power to them 
and largely represented the innocent but rebellious and sexual 
nature of youth culture.
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Artifact Placement
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Artifact Placement

Blacklight Posters
Though fluorescent ink was made in the 1930s, blacklight 
posters made their big debut in the mid to late “60s. Largely 
popularized by the growing psychedelia of the hippy these 
swirling and trippy posters we were initially influenced by 
graphic designers such as Milton Glaser and Wes Wilson before 
becoming part of the everyday aesthetic landscape. These 
designs continue in commercial graphic design and illustration. 
Well into the 1970s.
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Artifact Placement

Mustang
The 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback can be purchased today in 
perfect condition for “$60,000” but back in ‘67, a family could 
purchase one brand new from the dealer for just $2,800. This 
iconic muscle car was referred to as “The Pony,” and it became 
iconic for its design, namely its sleek aerodynamic sloped 
window designs and the raked and vented doors. This body style 
has been brought back to today’s mustang designs continuing 
the growing popularity these cars hold.
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Artifact Placement

Hair Dryer
C.1965
Dimensions: 33 cm high, 33 cm wide, 29 cm deep

The mint green dome dryer was a new model made in the mid-
’60s, which revolutionized home beautification. Post-war leisure 
time was a big deal during the 1960s and making salon-style 
appliances available to women played into popular gender 
fashion trends. The blow dryer made home styling much easier 
with the pin and roller hairdos along with cutting drying times
from overnight to in the morning styling.
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Artifact Placement

Printmaking
The 1960s was a period of great innovation for album covers 
and poster designs. The introduction of incorporating dynamic 
photos of artists and band members with surrealist and Art 
Nouveau stylistic flourishes provided the visual backdrop for the 
new counterculture in both popular visual art and popular music. 
This change led to some of the most iconic album covers being 
created by graphic designers and illustrators such as Rick Griffin, 
Victor Moscoso, Milton Glaser, Wes, Bonnie MacLean, Stanley 
Mouse, Alton Kelly, and Peter Max.
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Artifact Placement

Home: Close-up Ikea table to resemble 
a classic mid-century 

modern table

Floral printed rug to 
resemble a rug seen in a 

home in the 1960s (Society 
6)

Vintage Retro Mid 
Century 4 Piece Orange 
Vase Shape Wall Decor 

Vintage Red Mid Century 
Hanging Lamp Flood 
Style With Plug Cord

Space Bank - OHC 
Loan Artifact

Loaned 1960’s 
novels

Mid-century modern 
chairs found on amazon to 
resemble chairs of the time

Mechanical Bank
C.1962
Dimensions: 28 cm high, 10 cm diameter

The mechanical bank was no stranger to the space race. Some 
rocket themed collections were even passed out for free by 
banks to younger children in order to show them the fun and val-
ue of saving money. Made to commemorate “John Glenns” 1962 
spaceflight, this particular NASA themed mechanical shows a 
NASA rocket with a small moon attached to the nose with “USA” 
embossed on the side of the rocket base.
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Artifact Placement

Spacecraft Rocket 
Model (Mercury)
C.1962
Dimensions: 28 cm high

The NASA Mercury Mission, which occurred from 1958-1963, 
was the U.S’s answer to the “space race”. Its goal was to suc-
cessfully put a man in Earth’s orbit and return them safely. This 
mini plastic model of the spacecraft that completed the mission 
is a shelf trinket that was made to commemorate the first man-in-
space by the U.S space program
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Audiovisual

One wall is a projection loop of various notable events, icons, and imagery that is emblematic of the 
1960s, which will be accompanied by a soundtrack of popular music from the era.
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Partnerships & Credits
This project is meant to simulate the pipeline process of design firm scenario as well 
as that of a museum scenario from conception to implementation.

While this project is about the hard skills and eventual deliverables that are 
produced – the curatorial practice, the design thinking, and the scholarly research 
and implementation of a plan – be it an exhibit or this prospectus. Another one of the 
prevailing motivations for this project are the soft skills required for a project such as 
this, which requires removing ourselves from the creative silos in which often place 
ourselves or occupy.

Effective and productive collaboration, which includes several departments with 
differing specialisms, require communication and trust as much as it does the 
varying skillsets of those involved. 

Both the hard and the soft skillsets were factored in and reinforced thanks to the 
invaluable insights from our partners at the Ohio History Connection. Their invaluable 
time, knowledge, and support in facilitating the vision of this primarily student-led 
project couldn’t have been realized without their mentorship.

Thanks also go out to our CCAD family. We have become accustomed to the 
support that we receive from various staff and faculty in facilitating and promoting 
the work and projects of CCAD students. For this project, several members of staff 
and faculty also provided their tutelage and mentorship by working with some of our 
teams so that they could gain firsthand knowledge and experience with the roles and 
duties that they were undertaking in the pipeline. By doing this, students could also 
see and learn firsthand that, while specialisms are important, collaborative pipeline 
projects such as this requires not just a group of creative individuals, but a team of 
creative individuals.

Ohio History Connection
Cliff Eckle History Curator

Eric Feingold History Curator

Bill Mahon  Design and Production Manager

Stephanie McManus Major Gift Officer

Becky Odom  History Curator and Manager of History Services

Megan Wood  Director of Cultural Resources Division

CCAD Family
Dave Burghy  Professor of Industrial Design

Todd Church  Consultant and Former Audiovisual Systems Engineer

Suzanne Cotton Chair of Fashion Design

Kelly DeVore  Chair of Interior Architecture & Design

Ryan Feeney Art Director

Matt Gardzina  Chief Information Officer

Tom Gattis  Dean of Undergraduate Studies

Albert Gray  IT Special Project Consultant

Andrea Jimenez Marketing Project Manager

Stephanie Wott Student Photographer

Kelly Malec-Kosak Chair of MFA Program

Nicole Monahan Director of Corporate & Community Projects

Jill Moorhead  Vice President of Marketing & Communications

Tim Rietenbach Chair of Fine Arts

Kim Schuette  Interim Director of Public Relations

Jeremiah Shifflet Manager of IT Infrastructure

Lisa Steward Social Media Specialist

Paul Tenwalde Fabrication Manager

Ty Wright Lead Photographer
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Credits
Marketing & Promotions Brooke Raterman (Team Leader)

Liz Dragus

Carson McCullers

Mike Steinfels

Angela Sapp

Nicole Wallace

Photographer Deondre White

Fabrication Design Grant Rowland (Team Leader)

Ethan Kleman

Abigail McClure

Eli Secrest

Steven Wink

Spatial Exhibition Design Gracie Morbitzer  (Team Leader)

Ashleigh Baker

Josephine Baudendistel

Autumn Chirstensen

Huawei Luke Liu

Sophie Randall

Exhibition Didactics

Layout and Design Madison Getzendiner

Visual Timeline Madison Getzendiner

Research and Information Liz Dragus

Video Media Design D’Angelo Jackson

Prospectus Layout Madison Getzendiner

Angela Sapp

Nicole Wallace
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